Chapter 243: Uniform Reporting System for Health Care Claims
Data Sets (routine technical)
(revised 1/7/2014)

Rulemaking Timeline:

- **11/12/2013** Review of rule changes sent to the payers & other interested Parties
- ________ Preliminary review of rule changes by AG.’s Office
- **02/06/2014** Board approves initiating rule changes
- ________ Permission to proceed with rulemaking changes must be submitted to Governor’s Office for approval
- **03/04/2014** MAPA forms sent to SOS/Legislative Council
- **03/12/2014** Newspaper publication date
- **04/03/2014** Public Hearing
- **04/14/2014** Deadline for comments
- **05/01/2014** MHDO Board approves adoption of rule changes *(Board must adopt 120 days from comment period deadline)*
- ________ Permission to finalize adoption of the rule changes from the Governor’s Office
- ________ Final review of adoption of the rule changes to the AG’s Office
- ________ Send final adoption package to the SOS for adoption